How does the audio guide
work?

You can find 17 diﬀerent stations
about plants and the Sustainable
Development Goals in the tropical
greenhouse. Furthermore, you can
learn which changes are needed and
what you can do to help and make
positive changes. Each station
contains its own QR-code. By using
an app or your phone camera you
can scan these codes. Put your
headphones in and listen to the most
important information. The QR-codes
are made by students.
If you don’t have enough time to
listen to all of them you can also
listen to them on our website!
Uni-Kassel.de Tropengewächshaus
Witzenhausen

Enjoy your
tour !
Universität Kassel
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In cooperation with students of Goethe
Gymnasium Kassel

Sustainable
Development
Goals
In the tropical greenhouse
Witzenhausen

With an audio guide made by
students for students and
everyone who is interested in
sustainable ideas

No poverty (1)
How does it work and what has the
moringa tree have to do with it?

Map of the tour and the different
stations in the tropical greenhouse

No famine (2)
This station is about an Ethiopian
home garden and the advantages of
self planted plants
Health and welfare (3)
Discover the versatility of the fruit
papaya

High-grade education (4)
Learn about the Sustainable
Development Goals and their
connection with coﬀee
Gender equality (5)
If you like rice this station is made for
you - your gender doesn’t matter
Clean water and facilities (6)
Do you know what virtual water is? And
what it has to do with cotton? Learn
about it at this station
Payable and clean energy (7)
Is your battery still full?
Learn about sugarcane!
Human work and economic growth
(8)
We have many diﬀerent citrus
plants in the tropical greenhouse
this station is about the cultivation
in Southern Europe

Industrial innovation and infrastructure
(9)
Experience why less plastic
usage is important - usage of bamboo
Less inequality (10)
Who gets the most money and who
gets the less money if you buy
chocolate? Learn about it here!
Sustainable cities and local
communities (11)
Scientists try to find clever solutions
for the problems of growing cities
Sustainable consumption and
production (12)
Experience what “bio” really
means!
Activities for the protection of our
climate (13)
What is photosynthesis?
Life under water (14)
The pollution of the oceans
doesn’t start at the beach but
where does it start?
Life on land (15)
This station is about the versatility
of plants, countries and animals
Peace and justice (16)
Palm oil is often used but it
entails many problems
Relationships and the achievement
of goals (17)
Reasons why we must achieve
global collaborations

